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DISCLAIMER: The content of this presentation is for informational and educational use only. This content has not been 
reviewed for compliance with Rule 206(4)-1 under the Investment Advisers Act or similar state regulations. Information 
presented is believed to be factual and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a 
complete analysis of the subjects discussed.  
 
It should not be construed as a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned herein. None of analysis and 
examples should be construed as personalized investment advice. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or 
loss.. Past performance is no guarantee of future success. 
 
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will 
either be suitable or profitable for a client's portfolio. There can be no assurances that any portfolio will match or outperform 
any particular benchmark.  
 
Historical performance results for investment indexes and or categories generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction 
and/or custodial charges or the deduction of an investment management fee, the incurrence of which would have the effect of 
decreasing historical performance results. 
 
Exchange Traded Funds, Mutual funds and other securities are not suitable for all investors.  
 
Cenacle Capital Management LLC only transacts business in states where it is properly registered or notice filed, or excluded 
or exempted from registration requirements.  
 
Follow-up and individual responses that involve either the effecting or attempting to effect transactions in securities, or the 
rendering of personalized investment advice for compensation, as the case may be, will not be made absent compliance with 
state investment adviser and investment adviser representative registration requirements, or an applicable exemption or 
exclusion.  
 



An Introduction to Bitcoin 



Why Bitcoin Will  
Disrupt…Everything 

An introduction to cryptocurrencies and blockchain 
technology and an overview of how they are changing 
business and finance 



CBOE OEX PIT circa 1996 



CBOE OEX PIT circa 1996 



CBOE OEX PIT March 27, 2017 



An Introduction 
to Bitcoin 

● The Creation of Bitcoin 

● What is Bitcoin? 

● Centralized vs 

Decentralized 



The Creation of Bitcoin 

The birth of bitcoin occurred on the 31st of October, 2008 (a time period of great 

economic distress worldwide) when a pseudonymous creator using the name 

Satoshi Nakamoto published his Bitcoin Whitepaper and shared it on an obscure 

cryptography mailing list. 

This seemingly small event set into motion a worldwide financial and technological 

revolution which spreads and grows exponentially stronger to this day. 

Adapted from sources: willinspire.us, Bitcoin.org, and The Age of Cryptocurrency (by Vigna and Casey) 
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What is Bitcoin? 

Source: CME Ventures 



What is Bitcoin? 

Bitcoin’s most important characteristic, and the thing that makes it 

different from conventional money, is that it is decentralized. 

No single institution controls the bitcoin network.  

Decentralization allows for users of bitcoin to operate outside of 

the confines of bank holidays and fees. Bitcoin users need no 

form of identity or residency documentation.  

Adapted from source: CoinDesk 

CENTRALIZED 

DECENTRALIZED 

http://www.coindesk.com/information/what-is-bitcoin/
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What is Bitcoin?  

          Federal Reserve          Telecommunications              Bitcoin 



What is Bitcoin? 

Send money {value} from any point in the world, to another point instantaneously, 
securely and for minimal fees, without a bank.  

 

+ = 



What is Bitcoin? 
Bitcoin is a form of digital currency, created and held electronically.  

No human entity controls it or dictates its rules. It is based entirely upon complex 

mathematical processes. Violations of the math are rejected by the system as 

invalid, making forgery statistically impossible. 

Bitcoins aren’t printed, like dollars or euros – they’re produced by people, and 

increasingly businesses, running computers all around the world, using software that 

solves mathematical problems (a process known as “mining”).  

Some groups/governments classify cryptocurrency as currency while others consider 

cryptocurrency to be a new classification of commodity, or “Digital Asset.” 

Adapted from source: CoinDesk 

http://www.coindesk.com/information/what-is-bitcoin/
http://www.coindesk.com/information/what-is-bitcoin/


What is Bitcoin?  

The entire bitcoin network runs on a global peer-to-peer distributed ledger system called a “blockchain” 

which can be easily accessed from any location via the internet. 

The transactions which take place between the users are verified and added to the global blockchain 

ledger by “miners” who, by contributing their computing power, earn small transaction fees and 

generate new bitcoins.  

The distributed nature of the blockchain ledger adds a level of resiliency and redundancy that is 

unmatched in the current payment processing space. 



Centralized  -vs-  Decentralized 
 

FEDERAL RESERVE 

The Federal Reserve calculates all their payment 

processing at 100 Orchard Street, East 

Rutherford, New Jersey. They also have back-up 

systems that can be brought online within 60-90 

minutes at the Federal Reserve Banks of 

Richmond and Dallas. If those three centers 

were compromised or destroyed then the entire 

monetary system of the United States would be 

completely nonfunctional. 

BITCOIN NETWORK 

The Bitcoin network cannot be so easily 

compromised in this way as it has a current total 

of 5920 mining nodes (or “processing centers”) 

with more being added every day by various 

individuals and companies around the world. In 

order for the Bitcoin network to be taken out by 

a physical attack, all of the thousands of Bitcoin 

nodes scattered around the world would have to 

be destroyed. 
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What is Bitcoin? 

Bitcoin system equally distributes authority to all users.  

Entire system is governed by the protocol which 

clearly lays out the never-changing rules of the 

system.  

Will never favor the system over the users of the 

system because the users ARE the system.  

Source: CNBC News 

http://www.cnbc.com/2014/12/09/the-real-advantage-of-paying-with-bitcoin-commentary.html
http://www.cnbc.com/2014/12/09/the-real-advantage-of-paying-with-bitcoin-commentary.html


THE AGE OF CRYPTOCURRENCY 
New York Times - Best Seller (2015) 

Paul Vigna  
Markets reporter 

The Wall Street Journal 

Michael Casey  
Former global finance 

columnist  

The Wall Street Journal 

AUTHORS 



Bitcoin is the New Gold 

Source: CME Ventures 



Bitcoin Use Cases 

• Sending money “person to person” without the need for intermediaries 

• Portable currency and immutable record of wealth 

• Reduce dependency on FX markets, T+3, reduced wire transfer friction  

• Immediate use of “cash”  

• Solves the “double spend” issue 

• No honeypot of personal private data  

• Allows efficient micro-payments of .00000001 of a bitcoin  

• Doesn’t discriminate on gender, politics, religion, caste, age or geography 

• Doesn’t require a SS#, home address, email address or mother’s maiden name   

 

 

Adopted from Blockchain Revolution. D.Tapscott 



An Introduction to Blockchain 



An Introduction 
to Blockchain 

● A Distributed Ledger 

● Public Key Cryptography 

● Fraud Prevention 

● Thousands of Blockchains 

● Supply Chain Solutions 

● Banking the Unbanked 

● Global Remittance 



Distributed Ledger 

All digital assets are defined and 

governed by a protocol which acts 

as a peer-to-peer distributed ledger 

system called the blockchain.  

Bitcoin is considered the father of 

the digital asset class because 

bitcoin was the world’s first 

functioning application of the 

blockchain protocol. 

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/macroeconomic-insights-folder/what-if-i-told-you/report.pdf
http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/macroeconomic-insights-folder/what-if-i-told-you/report.pdf


Excel- Centralized Ledger 



Google Sheets-Decentralized Ledger 



Blockchain - Distributed Ledger 









Blockchain Attributes  

• Integrity of network is encoded in every step of the process 

• Solves “double-spend” problem 

• Distributed computing power spread thinly across a global network 

• Network security provides no single point of failure 

• Each user gets two cryptographic keys. One private; one public 

• Ultimate privacy protection because identity is not needed 

• Real time audit trail and reconciliation of transactions  

• To be “in” a blockchain network, means to obey the rules of the network protocol 

• Multi-signature feature available to exercise control over release of funds 

• Immutable database gives control back to the owner of the data 

• Data is spread so thin, there is no central point of attack 

 

 
Adopted from Blockchain Revolution, D.Tapscott 



Blockchain Use Cases 
• Trusted attestation between unknown parties 

• Banks can reduce $20 billion in back office expenses 

• Remittances can take 3 to 7 days to settle; blockchain can settle in a fraction of a second 

• Stock, option, bond and futures Exchanges can trade 24/7/ 365 with a perfect audit trail 

• T+3 stock, option and futures trades can clear in 10 minutes 

• SWIFT payments takes days to clear. Blockchain can reduce to minutes 

• Real time risk management upon execution of trade 

• Greatly reduces counterparty risk of default before settlement 

• Proxy voting on a smartphone by share holders possible 

• Pensions and stock lending departments will know location and owner of assets  

• Execution of “smart contracts” will replace need for escrow companies 

• 500M trillion calculations per second dedicated to solving social, biotech & health care  

• Blockchain voting restores election privacy, transparency & absentee voting 

• No “shredding parties” by companies under investigation 

• No email or data servers wiped clean 

• Immutable providence of art, jewelry, music, IP, land title, food, medicine, anything of value 

Adopted from Blockchain Revolution; D.Tapscott 



Blockchain Use Case 

Source: Bitcoin Magazine 



Blockchain Disrupts Shipping Bill of Lading 



CRYPTO - 
CURRENCY 

CRYPTO - Comes from the root word “cryptography”, which is the science of codes 

and encryption. Therefore, just as the word suggests, cryptocurrency is a form of 

money built upon the modern mathematically derived systems of encryption. 



Public Key Cryptography 

● It was invented in 1970 by James H. Ellis, a British cryptographer at the UK Government 

Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). 

● It’s hard to crack! If you used a modern supercomputer and attempted a “brute force” 

attack on this type of cryptography it is estimated that the attempt would take roughly 

0.65 billion billion years to successfully complete. 

● For 38 years this form of cryptography was used almost exclusively for communication 

purposes until Satoshi invented bitcoin in 2008. 

● Public Key Cryptography is the foundation of blockchain technology.  

● Because of this secure foundation, Bitcoin has never been successfully “hacked” and 

likely never will be. 



Public Key Cryptography 

When a user generates a new bitcoin wallet they are 

given two keys. 

● PUBLIC KEY = The bitcoin wallet address. It 

works similar to a bank account number, 

although unlike a bank account number you 

can share it with anyone in the world and 

nobody can use it to steal your funds. 

● PRIVATE KEY = Essentially this is the 

“password” to your bitcoin wallet. Every time 

you send bitcoin from your wallet to your 

friend’s PUBLIC KEY (or “bitcoin address”) your 

private key is used to authorize the sending 

operation. 



Public Key Cryptography 

This simple process is what makes blockchain 

possible. 

 

Public key cryptography is used (behind the 

scenes) to authorize every single transaction 

that occurs on the blockchain around the world. 

When you “send” bitcoin, your key is used to 

authorize that “sending” action and no one else 

in the world is able to stop you or “fake” your 

private key. 

 

Your PRIVATE KEY grants you access to 

subtract from the public ledger balance of your 

PUBLIC KEY. After doing so, the miners verify 

that your key is valid and then the global ledger 

is updated (usually within 10-40 minutes). 



What an Encrypted Key Might Look Like 

746bb201a1e7231745592c8e3ca4fd2643acdc04e02f2f25842ca1a2b6104347 
Translation: Ulivieri 

Aa73e92c46d13ef8f32dc86466761e1beb7157c927c0c6d70ebefe3c2aba1bc7 
Translation: Gettysburg Address 

 41386d91ee65265c8f4f644696ca4e52d2de6d80a2968e6d6702a95b4e607ef 
Translation: Book of Exodus 

 

 
Bitcoin uses SHA-256 encryption. Whether you encrypt a single digit or the 
entire US Tax Code, the output is 64 hexadecimal characters. 



$35,600 
Money stolen every minute of every day  

(due to identity theft)  

Source: Javelin strategy and research 

https://www.slideshare.net/JavelinMktg/identity-fraud-in-2015-131m-fraud-victims-but-less-stolen
https://www.slideshare.net/JavelinMktg/identity-fraud-in-2015-131m-fraud-victims-but-less-stolen




2013 International Wire Transfer Took 23 Days   



Bitcoin Takes 10 Minutes  



International Remittance  

“It is faster to mail an anvil to China that it is to  
send money through the banking system to China.” 

Erik Voorhees 
 

“Money is already digital, it’s not like they’re  
shipping pallets of cash when you do a wire.” 

Erik Voorhees 
 

“…you can send one-thousandth of a euro or one-millionth of a euro, you can  
send a billion or a trillion euros. The fee will be exactly the same, because fees 

depend on the size of the transaction in kilobytes, not on the amount or content.” 
Andreas M. Antonopoulos 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Real Time 
Bitcoin  
Transactions 



Thousands of Blockchains 

The simple, powerful technology of 

blockchain has already been applied in 

thousands of ways. Almost every 

version of blockchain brings another 

“token” or cryptocurrency along with it. 

These digital assets are all traded on 

global exchange platforms much like 

stocks and forex. Cryptocurrency 

trading takes place all day (24 hours) 

every day of the year. 



Supply Chain Solutions 

The Wall Street Journal explains how the 

blockchain is being implemented in the 

commodities markets with the help of 

IBM’s Hyperledger Project. 

Reduced involvement with supply chain 

from 3 hours down to 25 minutes. 

Supply chain costs were reduced by 30% 

during the testing of this new method. 



Banking the Unbanked 

“2.5 billion of the world’s adults don’t use banks or microfinance institutions to 

save or borrow money” (Research from McKinsey & Company) 

Unbanked people remain at an economic disadvantage because they have no 

way to easily conduct business on a global level (among other things) 

Blockchain has provided a solution. Users are not required to have identification 

documents so they can exchange monetary value with cryptocurrency.  

Traditional banks have yet to provide a working solution for this problem. 

http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/counting-the-worlds-unbanked


Global Remittance 

As the world continues to globalize through use of the internet, more people are 

sending funds across borders than at any other time in the history of the world.  

The current monetary system requires long waiting times and often outrageously 

high fees in order for one to remit funds abroad. 

Users are moving to cryptocurrencies in an effort to circumvent all fees and 

waiting times.  



Cryptocurrency 
as a  

Digital Asset 

Bitcoin: The First Digital Asset 

● Bitcoin vs. Other Assets 

● Value By Design 

● Growing Global User Base 

● Historical Price 





Cryptocurrency as a Digital Asset 



$29,130,000,000 
Cryptocurrency Market Capitalization 

(April 19, 2017) 

$54,031,301,382 
Cryptocurrency Market Capitalization 

(May 11, 2017) 



$527,240,000 
24 Hour Exchange Volume 

(April 19, 2017) 



$1,781.28 
Price of one bitcoin 

(May 12, 2017) 



Bitcoin vs. Other Assets 

“Bitcoin, that nebulous digital currency that trades in cyberspace and is “mined” by 

code-cracking computers, emerged as a better bet this year than every major 

foreign-exchange trade, stock index and commodity contract. The electronic coin 

that trades and is regulated like oil and gold surged 79 percent since the start of 

2016 to $778, its highest level since early 2014, data compiled by Bloomberg show. 

That’s four times the gains posted by Russia’s ruble and Brazil’s real, the world’s 

top two hard currencies.” 

 

~ Bloomberg  

Source: Bloomberg data 
December 16, 2016, 5:00 AM EST 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-16/bitcoin-s-rally-crushed-every-other-currency-in-2016-here-s-why
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-16/bitcoin-s-rally-crushed-every-other-currency-in-2016-here-s-why


Bitcoin vs. Foreign Currencies 

Currency Comparisons  

(as of May 11, 2017) 



Source: Bloomberg data 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-16/bitcoin-s-rally-crushed-every-other-currency-in-2016-here-s-why
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Digital Scarcity 

The blockchain protocol dictates that the supply of bitcoin is limited to 21,000,000 bitcoins.  

In addition to this limitation of the supply, the reward given to the miners who verify the transactions of the 

network is designed to decrease by one-half roughly every four years. As a result the supply of newly 

created coins will dwindle over time until all 21,000,000 have been mined.  

Once new bitcoins are no longer being awarded to miners, the miners will be compensated by transaction 

fees instead of newly created bitcoins.  While the supply grows less and the demand is growing larger, the 

value of bitcoin can only increase. Satoshi Nakamoto engineered this feature deliberately, and as we have 

seen, his purpose of continued valuation has worked flawlessly. 



Digital Scarcity 

This is a graph that shows the 

chronological progression of the  

monetary base and inflation rate 

of bitcoin. 

Source: Official Bitcoin Talk Forum 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=130619.380
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=130619.380


Digital Scarcity: Growing Global User-Base 
In 2016, the daily number of unique bitcoin addresses in use more than doubled from previous years which 

suggests a growing user base. A growing user base implies an increased demand. 

Source: Blockchain.info 

https://blockchain.info/charts/n-unique-addresses?timespan=all
https://blockchain.info/charts/n-unique-addresses?timespan=all


Historical Price Action 

Source: Forbes 

While the daily price of bitcoin 

fluctuates wildly, the long term trends 

have been upward.  

 

In an article written by Forbes 

magazine, Kashmir Hill illustrated the 

price action of bitcoin by comparing it 

to the performance of other major 

assets during the same time period. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2013/12/26/how-you-should-have-spent-100-in-2013-hint-bitcoin/#56aa296a12c1
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2013/12/26/how-you-should-have-spent-100-in-2013-hint-bitcoin/#56aa296a12c1


Practical Application 



NOW ACCEPTING  

BITCOIN: 

 

Microsoft 

Dell 

Sears 

Gap 

GameStop 

Home Depot 

Etsy 

Shopify 

Tesla 

etc…….. 



• ~ 3 billion global citizens with no banking facilities 

• 2.5 billion more “underbanked” w/o credit  or ID 

• Western Union Fee 7% -30% per transaction 

• Nicaragua  
60% of population lives below poverty line  
19% have a formal bank account 
14% able to borrow but have  
93% own prepaid cellphones 
10% of its GDP are remittances 

 

Financial Services Needs Disruption 

Adapted from Blockchain Revolution; D. Tapscott 



“It took Western Union 150 years to build 500,000 points of 

sale around the world. What is the point today, when more 

than half the world’s population owns a cellphone?” 



www.thenonprofittimes.com 

 

Direct Charitable Donations Instantly 



Source: CNN.com 

75% of Kenyan Economy Uses a Cell Phone 



Be the first to use blockchain! 

We recently launched Mining Rig Solutions, LLC to provide a turn-key mining 

solution designed for family offices and hedge funds, seeking a pragmatic 

approach to acquire tokens while providing an attractive ROI. 

Thank You! 
 

 

 Mining Rig Solutions, LLC 
www.MiningRigSolutions.com 
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